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Virtual screening: (false) positive (or negative) results 2000-2017
Antti Poso1,2
1
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Coarse graining and molecular kinetics from biased simulations
Edina Rosta1
1

King's College London, The United Kingdom

Important biological processes taking place on the millisecond to second time scales are too slow to
model using unbiased atomistic simulations. To obtain free energy profiles on long time scales,
enhanced sampling methods have been developed. We show that novel Markov modelling-based
tools can be used to analyse biased and unbiased simulations. Using our dynamic weighted histogram
analysis method (DHAM), systematic errors due to insufficient global convergence can be corrected
[1]. In addition, DHAM also provides direct kinetic information on the conformational transitions
intrinsic to the system. We also demonstrate that a variationally optimal kinetic coarse graining allows
us to obtain Markov models, where not only metastable, but also transition states can be automatically
identified [2]. Applications include analysis of molecular dynamics simulations of RAF kinases [3]
and umbrella sampling quantum classical QM/MM simulations of catalytic reactions [4].
References
[1]
Rosta, E. and Hummer, G. (2015) Free Energies from Dynamic Weighted Histogram
Analysis Using Unbiased Markov State Model. J. Chem. Theory Comput., doi:
10.1021/ct500719p
[2]
Martini, L.; Kells, A.; Covino, R.; Hummer, G.; Buchete, N-V.; Rosta, E. (2017) Variational
identification of Markovian transition states, Phys. Rev. X, doi:
10.1103/PhysRevX.7.031060
[3]
(a) Jambrina, P. G.; Bohuszewicz, O.; Buchete, N. V.; Kolch, W.; Rosta, E., Biochem. Soc.
Trans. (2014), 42 (4), 784-90; (b) Jambrina, P. G.; Rauch, N.; Pilkington, R.; Rybakova, K.;
Nguyen, L. K.; Kholodenko, B. N.; Buchete, N.-V.; Kolch, W.; Rosta, E. (2016),
Angewandte Chemie, 55 (3), 983-986.
[4]
(a) Suardiaz, R.; Jambrina, P. G.; Masgrau, L.; Gonzalez-Lafont, À.; Rosta, E.; Lluch, J. M.,
(2016). J. Chem. Theory Comput., doi: 10.1021/acs.jctc.5b01236; (b) Saura, P., Suardiaz,
R., Masgrau, L.; Gonzalez-Lafont, À.; Rosta, E.; Lluch, J. M., (2017) ACS Catalysis, doi:
10.1021/acscatal.7b00842
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Rational Design of Transition Metal Nanocatalysts (H2020 - Critcat)
Jaakko Akola1,2
1

Department of Physics, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, 7491 Trondheim, Norway
2
Tampere University of Technology, P.O. Box 692, 33101 Tampere, Finland
e-mail: jaakko.akola@ntnu.no

The H2020-project CritCat (www.critcat.eu) aims to provide solutions for the substitution of critical
metals, especially rare platinum group metals (PGMs), used in heterogeneous and electrochemical
catalysis. CritCat explores the properties of ultra-small transition metal (TM) nanoparticles to achieve
optimal catalytic performance with earth-abundant materials. The emphasis is on industrially-relevant
chemical reactions and emerging energy conversion technologies in which PGMs play an
instrumental role, particularly in the context of hydrogen energy. The goal is to tailor optimal
nanoparticle catalysts for selected (electro)chemical reactions.
The CritCat project includes all the aspects for rational catalyst design including novel catalyst
synthesis, characterization, and performance testing together with large-scale computational
simulations of the relevant catalysts, substrates and model reactions using the latest computational
methods. The DFT data is collected in a descriptor database and used for materials screening at later
stages. We have developed new machine learning algorithms for neural network (NN) force fields
for generating catalyst structures, descriptor-based efficient hydrogen adsorption site scanning and
prediction, and effective charge and energy level prediction based on xyz-files. The new tools pave
way for much more efficient catalyst simulations with DFT accuracy.

Figure: Schematic presentation of the machine learning process
starting from the system and its properties (descriptors), mapping to
the neural network framework, and training to match the targeted
physical properties.
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The catalytic mechanism of MB-COMT: a story a decade in the
making
A. Bunker1,*, T. Róg2, T. Viitala1, A. Magarkar3, P. Parkkila1, T. Lajunen1, E. Mobarak, O.
Cramariuc4, G. Licardi5, E. Vauthey5, A. Orłowski4, M. Grzybek6, M. Pasenkiewicz-Gierula7,
I. Vattulainen2, P. T. Männistö1, J.-F. St. Pierre1, P. Pomorski8, L. Stimson8 and Mikko
Karttunen8
1
Pharmaceutical Biophysics Research Group, Drug Research Program, Faculty of Pharmacy,
University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 56, 00014, Helsinki, Finland *e-mail: alex.bunker2@gmail.com
2

3

Faculty of Physics, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 64, Helsinki, Finland
Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry, Acad. of Sci. of Czech Republic, Prague, Czech Republic
4
Department of Physics, Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, Finland
5
Department of Physical Chemistry, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
6
Max Planck Institute for Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Dresden, Germany
7
Department of Comp. Biophysics and Bioinformatics, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
8
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Western Ontario, London, Canada

We summarize work that has been carried out over the past decade, using computational
molecular modelling in synergistic combination with a wide range of experimental methodologies,
on the pharmaceutically important enzyme: catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) [1]. The enzyme
has both a water soluble (S-COMT) and a membrane bound (MB-COMT) isoform; MB-COMT is a
drug target in relation to the treatment of Parkinson’s disease: selective targeting of this isoform is
desirable. This should also be possible since, while S-COMT and MB-COMT have identical catalytic
domains, their substrate profiles differ[2].
Starting from our initial publication regarding COMT[2] through our study of the trans
membrane helix and linker of MB-COMT[3] and our study of the interaction with different relevant
cell membranes of COMT substrates[4] and, finally, to our determination of the catalytic mechanism
of MB-COMT [5] that differentiates it from S-COMT, and ultimately opens the door to the possibility
of selective targeting, this talk describes a ten year arc of research culminating in the recently
published cover article in Chemical communications.
Our hypothesis was that the substrate differentiation mechanism was interaction with the
membrane of both substrates or potential inhibitors and the catalytic domain of MB-COMT; we thus
determined the catalytic mechanism specific to MB-COMT. We found that (1) substrates with
preferred affinity for MB-COMT over S-COMT orient in the membrane in a fashion conducive to
catalysis from the membrane surface and (2) binding of COMT to its cofactor ADOMET induces
conformational change that drives the catalytic surface of the protein to the membrane surface, where
the substrates and Mg2+ ions, required for catalysis, are found. Through Bioinformatics analysis we
found evidence of this mechanism in other proteins, including several existing drug targets.
References
[1]
P. T. Männistö and S. Kaakkola, Pharmacol. Rev., 51, 593–628, (1999).
[2]
R. G. Robinson et al. ACS Chem. Neurosci., 3, 129–140, (2012).
[3]
A. Bunker, P.T. Männistö, J.-F. St. Pierre, T Róg, P. Pomorski, L. Stimson and M. Karttunen,
SAR and QSAR in Env. Res., 119, 149–160 (2008).
[4]
A. Orłowski, J.-F. St. Pierre, A. Magarkar, A. Bunker, M. Pasenkiewicz-Gierula, I.
Vattulainen and T. Róg, J. Phys. Chem. B, 115, 13541−13550 (2011).
[5]
A. Orłowski, M. Grzybek, A. Bunker, M. Pasenkiewicz-Gierula, I. Vattulainen, P. T.
Männistö and T. Róg, J. Neurochem. 122, 612–690 (2012).
[6]
A. Magarkar, P. Parkkila, T. Viitala, T. Lajunen, E. Mobarak, G. Licari, O. Cramariuc, E.
Vauthey, T. Róg and A. Bunker, Chem. Commun., 54, 3440, (2018).
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Manipulating molecules with mirrors: multi-scale molecular dynamics
simulations of polaritonic chemistry

G. Groenhof1, H.L. Luk1, J. Toppari1
1

University of Jyväskylä, P.O. Box 35, 40017 Jyväskylä, Finland
e-mail: gerrit.x.groenhof@jyu.fi

When photoactive molecules interact strongly with confined light modes inside an optical cavity,
new hybrid light- matter states can form, the so-called polaritons. These polaritons are coherent
super-positions of excitations of the molecules and of the cavity photon. Recent experimental and
theoretical works suggest that access to these polaritons in cavities might provide a totally new and
attractive paradigm for controlling chemical reactions [1,2]. However, designing cavity parameters
to control chemistry requires a theoretical model with which the effect of the light-matter coupling
on the molecular dynamics can be predicted accurately. Therefore, we have developed a multi-scale
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) molecular dynamics simulation model for
photoactive molecules strongly coupled to confined light modes [3]. After presenting our model, I
will show the results of simulations with thousands of molecules inside an optical cavity. These
simulations illustrate how interaction with confined light affects the outcome of ultra-fast
photochemical reactions. I will end the talk with a brief discussion of how strong coupling can be
used for coherent light harvesting.

References
[1]

Hutchison et al, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 51, 1592 (2012)

[2]

Galego et al, Nat. Comm. 7, 1384 (2016)

[3]

Luk et al, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 13, 77 (2017)
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On the mechanism of the water-gas shift reaction on ZrO2:
A first principles microkinetic study
K. Honkala
University of Jyväskylä, P.O. Box 35, 4014 Jyväskylä, Finland
e-mail: karoliina.honkala@jyu.fi

In our present study, we have used density functional theory (DFT) calculations together with
microkinetic modeling to study the water-gas shift reaction (WGSR) over a zirconia supported
rhodium catalyst.
The reaction energies and barriers of 13 elementary steps were determined at the DFT level for three
different model systems: Rh metal, ZrO2 oxide and their interface. These energies were then used to
construct a complete microkinetic model for WGSR and we solved the kinetic equations with our
own in-house microkinetic code.
Our results highlight the Rh/ZrO2-interface as the most active domain of the catalyst. The reaction is
shown to proceed through the associative carboxyl pathway, with carboxyl dissociation being the rate
determining step. The Rh(111) terrace is not very active towards WGS, and is mostly covered by CO
at reaction conditions. The zirconia support accumulates formate, which we identify as a spectator
species to the WGSR.
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How can a one-atom change contribute to rheumatoid arthritis?
Mark S. Johnson
Biochemistry, Åbo Akademi University, FI-20520 Turku, Finland
e-mail: johnson4@abo.fi

Post-translational citrullination of arginine residues is mediated by a cytoplasmic enzyme under strict
regulation, e.g. regulating arginine methylation of histones. Citrullination leads to a one-atom change
where an oxygen atom replaces a side-chain nitrogen atom. You might think such a minor change
would not reek havoc on the body, but when the enzyme – protein arginine deiminase (PAD) –
modifies proteins outside of PAD’s normal functional milieu, the results are potentially devastating.
Professor Jyrki Heino’s team at the University of Turku has explored the role of integrin
receptors and citrullinated collagen-like peptides together with us, furthermore identified peptides
found citrullinated in synovial fluid from the joints of rheumatoid arthritis patients; and found that
this extracellular citrullination modifies many proteins, apparently indiscriminately [1-3]. We
examined proteins that were modified and the structural context of the observed citrullination [1-3].
The results suggest that almost any solvent-exposed arginine can be citrullinated, contrary to an
earlier published report [4] that suggested 2° structure and residue size preferences. Furthermore,
arginine’s participation in growth factor – growth factor receptor interactions is wide-spread,
citrullination does affect receptor binding, and is one factor that suggests citrullination can have a
significant role in rheumatoid arthritis in addition to possible immunological effects.
References
[1]
K.H. Sipilä, S. Haag, K. Denessiouk, J. Käpylä, E.C. Peters, A. Denesyuk, U. Hansen, Y.
Konttinen, M.S. Johnson, R. Holmdahl, J. Heino, Citrullination of collagen II affects
integrin-mediated cell adhesion in a receptor-specific manner, FASEB J, 28, 3758–3768
(2014).
[2]
K.H. Sipilä, V. Ranga, P. Rappu, A. Torittu, L. Pirilä, J. Käpylä, M.S. Johnson, H. Larjava,
J. Heino, Extracellular citrullination inhibits the function of matrix associated TGF-beta,
Matrix Biology, 55, 77–89, (2016).
[3]
K.H. Sipilä, V. Ranga, P. Rappu, M. Mali, L. Pirilä, I. Heino, J. Jokinen, J. Käpylä, M.S.
Johnson, J. Heino, Joint inflammation related citrullination of functional arginines in
extracellular proteins, Scientific Reports, 7(1), 8246 (2017).
[4]
K. Arita, T. Shimizu, H. Hashimoto, Y. Hidaka, M. Yamada, M. Sato, Structural basis for
histone N-terminal recognition by human peptidylarginine deiminase 4, Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. USA, 103, 5291–5296 (2006).
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Simulations of nonequilibrium physico-chemical effects with reactive
classical interatomic potentials: The good, the bad and the ugly
Kai Nordlund1
1
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Time-series analysis of complex physiological signals
Esa Räsänen1
1
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Twisted, Toroidal and Helical
Dage Sundholm1
1

Department of Chemistry, P.O. Box 55, FI-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland
e-mail: sundholm@chem.helsinki.fi

The gauge-including magnetically induced currents (GIMIC) method has been applied on
hydrocarbon rings and carbon nanostructures. [1,2.3,4] Studies on Möbius twisted hydrocarbon rings
provided relations between topologies of twisted molecular rings and magnetically induced current
strengths. Current-density studies on carbon nanotori yield information about how the ring pattern of
the carbon structures determines the ability of the tori to sustain strong magnetically induced ring
currents. Helical molecules might sustain current densities with one ring-current component owing
around the main ring and one component perpendicular to it, which gives rise to an interesting
magnetic response represented by a magnetic anapole moment.

References
[1]
D. Sundholm, H. Fliegl, R. J. F. Berger, WIREs Comput. Mol. Sci. 6 (2016) 639.
[2]
L. N. Wirz, M. Dimitrova, H. Fliegl, D. Sundholm, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 9 (2018) 1627.
[3]
M. Dimitrova, H. Fliegl, L. N. Wirz, D. Sundholm, (manuscript)
[4]
K. Reiter, M. Dimitrova, H. Fliegl, L. N. Wirz, D. Sundholm, (manuscript)
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Quantum-Chemical Computation of pNMR Parameters
J. Vaara1
1

NMR Research Unit, University of Oulu, Finland
e-mail: juha.vaara@iki.fi

Quantum-chemical methods for the assignment, prediction and analysis of paramagnetic nuclear
magnetic resonance (pNMR) parameters have been a subject of much interest lately, both due to the
increasing importance of pNMR experiments in bio- and materials sciences, as well as the improved
predictive power of such calculations. I review the classic Kurland- McGarvey theory of the pNMR
chemical shift [1] and our reformulation thereof [2], which describes the shielding tensor using
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) parameters and as resulting from essentially two kinds of
physical effects: (a) magnetic couplings by the Zeeman and hyperfine operators between the zero
field split states belonging to the ground multiplet and (b) thermal occupations of these states.
Combination of this theory with a practical, mixed ab initio/density-functional theory
computational protocol leads to useful accuracy from the point of view of experimental pNMR
activities on transition-metal systems [3,4]. A point-like dipole approximation of the "longdistance
terms" contained in the theory allows for ab initio investigation of the chemical shifts in an entire
metalloprotein [5]. Scalar relativistic effects can also be introduced for improved predictions on 4d
and 5d systems, as well as lanthanides [6,7]. Recently, the Kurland-McGarvey -like method was
introduced also for the paramagnetic enhancement of the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor in open
shell systems [8].
Besides static spectral parameters, also examples of dynamic multiscale modelling combining
molecular dynamics, quantum chemistry and spin dynamics simulations will be presented. These
include the prediction of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement of nuclear spins entirely from first
principles [9], in the prototypic case of Ni2+(aq), and the simulation of the polarisation transfer from
the unpaired spin of Rb atoms to 129Xe nuclear spin in spin-exchange optical pumping experiments
[10].
References
[1]
R. J. Kurland and B. R. McGarvey, J. Magn. Reson. 2, 286 (1970).
[2]
J. Vaara, S. A. Rouf and J. Mareš, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 11, 4840 (2015).
[3]
S. A. Rouf, J. Mareš and J. Vaara, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 11, 1683 (2015).
[4]
S. A. Rouf, V. Boel Jakobsen, J. Mareš, N. Daugaard Jensen, C. McKenzie, J. Vaara, and
U. Gro Nielsen, Solid State NMR 87, 29 (2017).
[5]
L. Benda, J. Mareš, E. Ravera, G. Parigi, C. Luchinat, M. Kaupp, and J. Vaara, Angew.
Chemie Int. Ed. 55, 14713 (2016).
[6]
S. A. Rouf, J. Mareš and J. Vaara, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 13, 3731 (2017).
[7]
V. Gowda et al., to be submitted (2018).
[8]
P. J. Cherry, S. A. Rouf and J. Vaara, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 13, 1275 (2017).
[9]
J. Rantaharju and J. Vaara, Phys. Rev. A 94, 043413 (2016).
[10] J. Rantaharju, M. Hanni and J. Vaara, submitted for publication (2018).
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Understanding nanoparticle formation in the atmosphere
Hanna Vehkamäki1
1
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Transition Networks for Modelling Enzymatic Catalysis
P. Imhof1,2 , M. Chikvaidze1,3, M. Reidelbach2, F. Betz2
1

IWR University of Heidelberg, Speyererstr. 6, 69115 Heidelberg, Germany
2
Freie Universität Berlin, Arimallee 14, 14195 Berlin, Germany
3
Present address:lCaremont High School Academy, Claremont Avenue, Kenton, Harrow, HA3 0UH, UK
e-mail: petra.imhof@fu-berlin.de

Modelling enzymatic reactions is a demanding task due to the complexity of the system: the
many degrees of freedom involved and the complex, chemical and conformational transitions
associated with the reaction. We present here Transition Networks, a discretised representation of a
potential energy landscape, as an approach which allows a comprehensive sampling of possible
reaction pathways connecting reactant and product states without a priori definition of a reaction
coordinate. A Transition Network has the mathematical
structure of a weighted graph, where the nodes represent
the energy minima and the edges are connections
between pairs of minima. The graph weights that are
assigned to the edges represent the energy barrier for a
given transition. The energy landscape is sampled by
generating a multitude of intermediate states uniformly
distributed along selected degrees of freedom. Further
sampling of “fast” degrees of freedom by short
molecular dynamics simulation allows an increase of the
sampling density while keeping the number of
explicitely discrete sampled degrees of freedom
moderate.
Stepwise minimisation ensures that only energetically favourable states are retained, which
form the nodes of the network. Subsequently, transitions between pairs of neighbouring nodes are
computed so as to obtain a network representation of the energy landscape. We present here the
application of the Transition Network approach applied to a quantum mechanical/molecular
mechanical study of hydrolase enzymes. The energetically most favourable pathways are identified
as well as a number of alternative pathways as constructed by the Transition Network.
References
[1]
M. Reidelbach, F. Betz, and P. Imhof, Chem. Phys. Lett. 659 169-175 (2016)
[2]
P. Imhof, Methods in Enzymology: Computational approaches for studying Enzyme
Mechanism, (ed. G. A. Voth), 578 chapter 11, p.249-271 (2016)
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Configurational sampling of non-covalently bonded molecular clusters
J. Kubečka1, N. Myllys1, T. Kurtén1, H. Vehkamäki1
1

University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 64, 00014 Helsinki, Finland
e-mail: jakub.kubecka@helsinki.fi

We present a general way for theoretical configurational sampling of equilibrated noncovalently
bonded molecular clusters containing mixture of different molecules. Different configurational
sampling methods have been introduced and each of them has some advantages and disadvantages.
Here, we study sequential increasing level of theory applied on set of initial structures. We show that
it is a great advantage to use low level theory as a pre-sampling method instead of simple random
sampling. We are starting with molecular mechanics searching by Artificial Bee Colony algorithm
[1] implemented in program ABCluster [2] (very user friendly) and ending with final optimization
by selected density functional theory (DFT) approach.

Figure 1. Illustration of proton transfer between sulphuric acid (H SO ) and guanidine (CH N )
2

4

5

3

This method is illustrated using molecular clusters containing mainly sulphuric acid (H2SO4)
and guanidine (CH5N3) molecules in different ratios. Since this pair of mentioned molecules often
undergoes proton transfer (see Figure 1), it is very difficult to bring any effective approximation for
theoretical description of these clusters. Thus, the exploring of the PES becomes even more
expensive. We use a conformational sampling method employing molecular mechanics on rigid
molecules, which is ultimately corrected by quantum chemical methods. We have also developed and
introduced new way of input description. In the cluster structures, proton might be transferred from
sulphuric acid to guanidine. Thus, the preliminary selection of rigid molecules can contain also their
deprotonated or protonated species. For finding the minimum energy structure shown in Figure 1, the
best initial selection is one bisulphate anion (HSO4−) and one guanidium cation (CH6N3+). This begins
crucial when the cluster size increases.
We present also results for molecular clusters containing up to 400 atoms (50 molecules).
Moreover, we are comparing this method with some already existing methods to demonstrate its
advantages.
References
[1]
D. Karaboga, and B. Basturk, App. Soft Matter, 8, 687 (2008).
[2]
J. Zhang, and M. Dolg, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys, 17, 24173 (2015).
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Structure prediction of magnetic transition metal oxides by using
evolutionary algorithms and hybrid DFT
M.S. Kuklin1, A.J. Karttunen1
1

Aalto University, P.O. Box 16100, 02150 Espoo, Finland
e-mail: mikhail.kuklin@aalto,fi

Crystal structure prediction is one of the major problems in physical sciences. Particularly, when
some crystal structures can be successfully identified by using currently known approaches,
prediction of transition metal oxides remains to be challenging. It is due to the complicated electronic
structure of transition metal oxides that can be, however, reliably described by the hybrid DFT: the
exact exchange part assists to solve the problem with overlocalization of metal d-orbital and,
consequently, correctly treat the atomic magnetic moments.
Among different approaches, evolutionary algorithms seem to represent the most suitable
methods for prediction of the most stable crystal structures. USPEX is an effective evolutionary
algorithm-based method that utilizes ab initio codes for local relaxations of the candidates without
requirements of the experimental data. Recently, we interfaced the USPEX with the CRYSTAL17
code. It enables the use of the hybrid functionals for the structure predictions by utilizing the
Gaussian-type localized atomic basis sets, which was not possible before.
For the first time, we show successful structure predictions of several transition metal oxides
(NiO, CoO, α-Fe2O3, and CuO) with correct atomic magnetic moments by using the USPEX method
in combination with the CRYSTAL17 code. The hybrid PBE0 functional with 25% Hartree-Fock and
75% PBE exchange was utilized with the optimized all-electron, Gaussian-type basis sets based on
Karlshrue def2 basis sets. For NiO and CoO, minimal unit cell of 4 atoms requiring to describe
antiferromagnetic structures was used. To obtain the correct magnetic ground state structures of αFe2O3 and CuO, unit cells containing 10 and 16 atoms, respectively, are needed. Otherwise,
experimental data was not used in the crystal structure search by taking advantage of the USPEX
being a fully non-empirical approach. Algorithms of the USPEX code and possible problems will be
discussed in detail.

Figure 1. Example of predicted NiO structure
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Initial Steps in the Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor Oligomerization
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The majority of protein in the mammalian cells are transported to the extracellular space by the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER)/Golgi-dependent secretory pathway. Many proteins, however, can be
secreted independently bypassing the ER-Golgi complex. Fibroblast Growth Factor II (FGF2) is one
of those. The unconventional secretory pathway process secreting FGF2 from cells depends on the
interactions of FGF2 with PI(4,5)P2 lipids and heparan sulfate proteoglycans at the inner and outer
leaflet of the plasma membrane, in respective order.
Here, we used atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to shed light on how PI(4,5)P2 triggers the
oligomerization of FGF2 on the membrane surface. We demonstrated that the amino acids K127,
R128, and K133 that in experimental studies have been found to be part of a binding pocket
interacting with the head group of PI(4,5)P2 are not the only ones able to recruit PI(4,5)P2. Instead,
simulations brought up that FGF2 monomers can simultaneously interact with several PI(4,5)P2
molecules through additional residues (K34, K137, K143) that contribute to the binding process.
These interactions gave rise to the high-affinity orientation of FGF2 that fosters its dimerization
through the formation of intermolecular disulfide bridges.
Extensive simulations confirmed dimerization through the C95-C95 bridge, in agreement with
experimental data. The importance of ion pairs in the stabilization of the dimer interface was also
evident. The findings highlight that the FGF2 dimers containing the C95-C95 disulfide bridge
represent the initial step of PI(4,5)P2 dependent FGF2 oligomerization[1].

References
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Non-orthogonal orbital optimized coupled-cluster, numerical results
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Non-orthogonal orbital optimized coupled-cluster (NOCC) was originally developed in order to
solve the problem of gauge dependence in coupled cluster linear response theory [1]. The model is
relatively complicated, and there were doubts of whether untruncated NOCC was equivalent to the
full configuration interaction (FCI)[2], the method has therefore received limited interest. One of
the authors has recently demonstrated the equivalence between the NOCC and FCI equations [3].
We have developed a pilot implementation for NOCCD and present ground state energies and
potential energy surfaces for various small molecules. These are compared to coupled-cluster
singles and doubles (CCSD) and orbital optimized coupled-cluster. For two-electron systems,
NOCCD is identical to FCI up to machine precision.
This work has received funding from ERC-STG-2014 under grant No 639508.
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Combining MD Simulations and NMR Experiments to Model
Complex Biomolecular Systems
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and NMRlipids Open Collaboration3
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Chemical details of lipid headgroups and their interactions with ions are of paramount importance
in biological signaling processes. NMRlipids (nmrlipids.blogspot.fi) is an Open Collaboration project
to understand lipid headgroup structures and ion binding to lipid bilayers with unprecedented detail
by combining solid state NMR data and molecular dynamics simulations. The massive amount data
of data collected using the Open Collaboration method has revealed, for example, that none of the
available MD simulation models correctly reproduced the lipid headgroup structures or cation binding
details, the main artefact being the overestimated cation binding affinity to lipid bilayers [1,2].
Recently we were able to correctly reproduce the cation binding details to PC lipid bilayers by
implicitly including the electronic polarizability into the MD simulation models using the electronic
continuum correction [3]. Similar studies are ongoing within the NMRlipids project for membranes
containing cholesterol, PE, PS and PG lipids [4,5]. The detailed intermolecular interactions between
different lipid species, revealed by these studies, pave the way for accurate modeling of complex
biomembranes. We have also collected the largest publicly available database of MD simulations
which can be accessed via www.nmrlipids.fi. The database can be used not only in force field
comparison and development, but also in novel machine learning applications. It also brings the highquality MD simulation data available for wide range of audience beyond MD simulation experts.
Significant fraction of proteins do not fold to the well defined structures in physiological systems.
These intrinsically disordered proteins are difficult to access with traditional NMR and scattering
methods used in structural biology. Our recent studies suggest that classical MD simulations can be
used to interpret the solution state NMR relaxation data to study intrinsically disordered domains.
References
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Rational Design of Bio-Organic Systems for Biomimetic Applications.
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In the last five years, a lot of research effort has been devoted to the creation of hybrid materials
which change the electronic properties of one constituent by changing the optoelectronic properties
of the other one. The most appealing approach consists on the interaction between organic materials
or metals with biological system such as proteins or DNA. Although experimental efforts have
already resulted in the formation of a number of stable hybrid bio-organic materials, the main
bottleneck of this research field is the formation of
the interface between the biological part and the
organic/metal one. In particular, the efficiency of
the final devices is very low due to problems with
the interfacing of such different materials, charge
recombination at the interface and the high
possibility of losing the function of the biological
component which leads to inactivation of the
device. Here, we present a multiscale computational
design which allow the study of complex interfaces
for stable and highly efficient hybrid materials for
biomimetic application. In particular, we focus on
the use of graphene as organic material/metal and
light harvesting protein complexes (Photosystem I)
as biological counterpart, linked together via a selfassembly monolayer (SAM) and a biological linker
(cytochrome C) to allow flexibility of the whole system, in order to create novel biomimetic materials
for solar-to-fuel, bio-transistors or bioorganic electronic applications.
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Database Driven Research and the Novel Materials Discovery
Laboratory
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Developments in data-driven methodology provide unprecedented opportunities for novel materials
discovery and design. In traditional materials science, materials are studied one at a time by
experimentation or with theoretical approaches. However, the vast amount of data that has been
generated in this fashion in the last decades has rarely been shared and is almost as quickly “forgotten”
as it was generated. To stop this forgetting, the new database driven paradigm collects materials data
in databases to facilitate data sharing and data “upcycling” into high-throughput and machinelearning enabled materials development and materials discovery.

Traditional approach

Database driven approach

collect in
database and
share
new materials

new materials

In this presentation, I will introduce the Novel Materials Discovery Laboratory (NOMAD) [1] as one
particular example of an emerging materials database and discovery platform. I will address the
challenges of finding a common meta-language for materials that unifies data storage and makes
materials data searchable. I will then present a new materials genealogy that allows us to order
materials in a tree of life based on their structure [2]. The meta-language and materials genealogy are
the foundation for the NOMAD encyclopedia, the user front end for materials data and knowledge.
Data sets assembled in the NOMAD encyclopedia can then be analysed with machine learning
methods and data analytics tools.
References
[1]
https://nomad-coe.eu/
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Computational prediction of MOF structures from the entire periodic
table: AuToGraFS + UFF4MOF
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2
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MOFs are inorganic–organic composite materials built by combining individually stable building blocks.
Dozens of inorganic connectors may be linked via a nearly infinite variety of organic molecules in hundreds
of topologies, resulting in a plethora of possible structures. The accurate and low-cost prediction of these
structures is important for guiding synthetic efforts toward applications.
To meet this need of providing high quality structures of arbitrary frameworks, we developed AuToGraFS:
the Automatic Topological Generator for Framework Structures [1]. AuToGraFS is open-source software
[2], which employs a database of SBUs to create framework structure models using topologies sourced from
the Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource (RCSR).

An integral part of AuToGraFS is a MOF-specific extension to Rappé's Universal Force Field, UFF4MOF
[3]. The UFF4MOF extension to UFF contains parameters for all transition metal environments found in the
Computation-Ready Experimental (CoRE) Database and specific parameters for paddlewheels, Zn4O and
M3O building blocks. Hydrogen-bonded frameworks are also possible [4]. With these two tools, we produce
highly accurate structures with less than 2% error on cell parameters, even on cells as large as 20,000 atoms.
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Speeding up Constant pH Molecular Dynamics
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pH, being a measure of the acidity or basicity of a solution, is one of the most important parameters
affecting the function and dynamics of proteins. The effect of pH is due to changes in the protonation
states of titratable groups in the protein, which alters the protein’s electrostatic properties. Still, being
able to dynamically change the protonation states and altering pH of proteins is not a standard option
in most of the classical computer simulation software. Usually in simulations, protonation states for
titratable sites are initially chosen at the given pH, by selecting the statistically most probable
protonation. This does not allow one to examine pH-dependent phenomena, which is why an efficient
constant pH molecular dynamics (MD) method in explicit solvent is highly desired.
In the previous version of constant pH MD package of GROMACS 3.3.3, the dynamics of the lparticle was calculated by linearly interpolating between the Hamiltonians of all possible protonation
states [1]. In the improved version currently under development, the l-dynamics is implemented by
interpolating the charges of the atoms in titratable groups, instead of interpolating the Hamiltonians.
This approach results in the usage of the electrostatic potential and requires only one PME calculation
even for N titratable sites, which is a huge improvement in speed compared to the previous version.
The final goal is, to implement the new version of constant pH MD as a permanently updated method
in GROMACS, to have it available in all versions in the future. Implementation of the new approach
is still ongoing and needs to be followed by efficient parallelization and plenty of testing.
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A Closer Look into Artificial Silk Proteins in Aqueous Solutions
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Nature uses proteins to create superior, high-performance materials. One example is spider silk,
which forms fibers that have both extraordinary mechanical strength, toughness, and sophisticated
functionalities that originate from a hierarchical assembly of the protein building blocks. Although
spider silk proteins can be produced synthetically via recombinant production, both the hierarchical
assembly of the proteins in the fibers and the phase separation of silk protein solution into a proteinrich and a protein-poor phase that are necessary for silk fiber formation and understanding the
resultant fibers remain major challenges. Improved control and understanding of the fiber formation
would open possibilities to create enhanced, bio-based synthetic materials for a variety of
applications.
To clarify the molecular level interactions in the synthetic spider silk protein solution and the
origins of the phase separation occurring in it under suitable solution conditions, we have examined
the system by molecular dynamic simulations and interconnected experimental characterization. Our
results suggest that the initial formation of the protein-rich phase is mainly driven by attractive
interactions between β-sheets in the terminal domains of the protein. In the protein-rich phase, this
leads to formation of a network-like structure which qualitatively matches Cryo-SEM imaging of the
corresponding sample, see Fig. 1. The work enables us to identify the domains that bind the network
together and the molecular driving forces for the assembly, as well as, propose mechanisms of control
for the structural characteristics.

Fig. 1. (a) Conformation and secondary structure of a single silk protein with three AQ12 repeat units
connected by short linkers to terminal domains, (b) protein network in molecular dynamics
simulations, and (c) Cryo-SEM image of the internal structure of the corresponding protein-rich
phase.
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Development of a reactive force field suitable for simulations of
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Molecular simulations are a useful tool for understanding aqueous solutions of organic acids, with
clear practical implications for understanding acidity of rain drops as well as serving broader interest
in the physical chemistry community in the properties of ions at aqueous interfaces. However, the
important role of deprotonation reactions in these systems has hitherto required expensive DFT-based
simulation methods to study them. This places limitations on the size of system that can be studied
and on the timescales of the processes involved.
The REAX-FF family of reactive empirical force fields offer an intriguing methodology for
studying deprotonation of acids, since the simulations have much lower computational costs
compared with DFT. We have found that the published parameters for a REAX-FF force field to
study formic acid [1] are not sufficiently accurate to model the deprotonation of weak acids in an
aqueous environment. To that end we are attempting to reparameterize the force field more carefully
using a Monte Carlo algorithm [2]. By comparing simulations with this force field with our extensive
CPMD simulations of aqueous formic acid [3] we can verify how closely the empirical force field
can describe this system, including deprotonation.
This poster will describe our progress in this endeavour, however significant challenges
remain. In particular, metadynamics simulations with the reparameterized REAX-FF force field
show that the predicted double proton transfer barrier in the gaseous formic acid dimer is in close
agreement with experiments and DFT results, however when the formic acid dimer interacts with a
water surface it is somewhat more prone to dissociation into monomers compared with CPMD
simulations. For the formic acid monomer in aqueous solution, while the reparameterized force field
can match the deprotonation barrier well, the formate ion is found to be overly stable, ie. the
reprotonation of the formate ion is not well described.
[1]
Kim et al., J. Mater. Res. 28, 513 (2013), Zhang et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 121, 6021 (2017).
[2]
Iype et al., J. Comp. Chem. 34, 1143 (2013).
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Murdachaew et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 18, 29756 (2016), Hänninen et al., in
preparation

Free energy barrier for double proton transfer in the formic acid dimer
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Halomethanes in strong magnetic fields
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The electrons in a molecule interact with an external magnetic field, affecting the electronic structure,
energy and geometry. Atomic orbitals with high angular momenta lower their energy and can become
the ground state. The Schrödinger equation involves an additional term, where the angular momentum
operator appears, thus requiring that atomic and molecular orbitals are complex functions. This
requires new quantum chemistry programs to be employed. We are interested in obtaining the
energies and anapole moments for pairs of chiral molecules in non-homogeneous external magnetic
fields. We investigate the behaviour of halomethanes in magnetic fields up to
1 a.u. (235 000 T) and compare the energies, geometries and the character of the excited states of the
molecules. We use the LONDON program1 to perform geometry optimisation at the Restricted
Hartree-Fock level using uncontracted Dunning basis sets: cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-ccpVTZ with London orbitals to ensure gauge-origin independence and describe the interaction of the
wavefunction with the external field. The magnetic field strength is increased in steps of 0.1 a.u.
The methane molecule becomes elongated along the magnetic field direction. All bond lengths are
equal at field strengths between 0 and 1 a.u. The symmetry point group changes from Td at zero field
to C"# and the total energy of the singlet increases smoothly as the field strength grows. The bond
lengths remain equal to each other at all magnetic field strengths. As the field strength grows, the C
– X bond becomes almost perpendicular to the magnetic field. Their length remains practically
constant. The molecules keep the C2v symmetry point group at all investigated field strengths. The
bond lengths initially become shorter but then start elongating, until eventually the molecule
dissociates. The energy of triplet states becomes smaller as the magnetic field strength increases.
State crossing occurs at around 0.3 a.u. and thus the triplet becomes the ground state.
We found that C – H bonds preferably orient themselves to be parallel to the magnetic field vector
and gradually become shorter, while the C – X bonds prefer to be perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Bonds which are not parallel to the magnetic field vector initially become shorter and then suddenly
elongate as the magnetic field strength grows before shrinking again. The energy trends are similar
for all three basis sets, and only at high field strengths one can observe deviations. In strong fields
the electron correlation becomes important, therefore we will perform coupled-cluster calculations.
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Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) Cross Sections of Methanol
from Complex Polarisation Propagator/Algebraic Diagrammatic
Construction (CPP/ADC) Theory
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Fast development of 4th generation synchrotrons makes it possible to set the energy and polarisation
of X-ray radiation with high precision. This has enabled a large number of X-ray scattering experiments in
recent time. These experimental developments created demand for the development of theoretical models of
the observed effects. The Simulation of Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) is particularly complex
because a quantitative description requires a huge amount of intermediate states causing huge computational
costs. However, the Algebraic Diagrammatic Construction (ADC) of the Complex Polarization Propagator
approach offers a computationally affordable alternative for the simulation of RIXS. In this work, RIXS
Scattering Amplitudes and Cross Sections of methanol were calculated, using the ADC/Intermediate States
Representation (ISR) approach (Fig.1). The Original methodology of the ADC/ISR approach was presented in
previous works [1]. For the calculation of the RIXS Amplitudes and Cross Sections, the Kramers-HeisenbergDirac (KHD) expression in the ADC/ISR formulation was used:

Fig.1 - Simulated methanol RIXS spectra at the CPP-ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory for 1a’→ 8a’
channel, for three different angels of detector: 0°, 45°, 90°; grey area is experimental spectra. [1] Rehn, Dirk
R., Andreas Dreuw, and Patrick Norman. Journal of chemical theory and computation 13.11, 5552-5559
(2017)
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Electronic and vibrational properties of group 4 Transition Metal
Disulfides: hybrid DFT study
N. Glebko, A. J. Karttunen
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The world’s growing needs in energy coupled with depletion of fossil fuels have provided a
serious challenge for the modern scientific community. Among the major points like developing of
high-efficient naturally occurring energy sources, the efficient utilization of the possessed energy
seems to be an important elaboration path. For the latter, the thermoelectric (TE) materials, which
have a feature to convert the various types of heat flows directly into electricity, are very promising
in the waste heat harvesting application. At the moment, the commercially available thermoelectric
materials such as Bi2Te3, possessing one of the highest efficiency values, are quite expensive due to
low abundancy of the constituent elements and high toxicity. These factors leads to necessity for
designing a new efficient thermoelectric materials based in earth-abundant and ecologically-friendly
substances.
The group 4 transition metal disulfides adopts a layered CdI2 type structure with intralayer
covalent metal-chalcogen bonding stacked via Van der Waals interaction along the c axis. The unit
cell has hexagonal structure, where transition metal atom is surrounded by 6 atoms of sulfur forming
octahedron (see figure below).

Such kind of structure allows an immense number of possible intercalation reactions with
guest molecules making it feasible to tune such property as thermal conductivity, thereby enhance
thermoelectric efficiency1-3 and therefore indicates it as promising material in sense of thermoelectric
application.
The electronic and vibrational properties of layered transition metal disulfides of type MS2
(where M – Ti, Zr, Hf) has been studied within an ab initio Density Functional Theory using hybrid
PBE0 functional. The Van der Waals interaction has been taken into account by inserting Grimme
D3 correction. The effect of dispersion correction presence and its version has been examined on
lattice parameters calculations. The electronic band structure, Seebeck coefficient, IR and Raman
vibrations and phonon dispersion were calculated. Comparison of observed results with available
experimental data revealed proposed level of theory to be suitable for investigation of layered
structures.
References
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Semi-Empirical QM/MM Strategies for the Simulation of Proton
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We are currently developing novel magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) methodologies for the characterisation of cartilage and
other musculoskeletal tissues, based on the dispersion of the
longitudinal relaxation in the rotating frame (T1ρ). One of the
mechanisms most likely contributing to the dispersion of T1ρ
dispersion in cartilaginous tissues is the chemical exchange of
protons between the biomacromolecular matrix and water. In
cartilage, the matrix component believed to be the main
contributor to relaxation due to proton exchange is chondroitin
sulfate. In order to gain an understanding on an atomistic level of
this process, we are planning a series of QM/MM simulations of
a fragment of the polymeric chondroitin sulfate representing the
repeating disaccharide unit (β-GlcA-(1→3)-β-GalNAc4S)
capped by two methyl groups surrounded by some one hundred Figure 1: QM/MM system setup with
water molecules in the QM region, and an additional layer of chondroitin sulfate fragment and
~10 Å of water molecules in the MM region. This system setup
different layers of water molecules.
is illustrated in Figure 1. Due to the described large size of the
QM region, and the likely required length of molecular dynamics
trajectories, we focus initially on the application of semi-empirical methods for its description.
Here we present the results of the benchmarking calculations we have undertaken to determine the
suitability of a number of different semi-empirical
methods for the type of simulations described above. For
the suitability of the methods for the description of proton
transfers between water molecules we follow by large the
same setup and criteria as used by Wu et al. in their
method re-parametrisation efforts for this process.1
Specifically, these are the potential energy surface of the
Zundel ion, and the proton transfer rates observed for a
hydrated excess proton. In order to determine the
suitability of the semi-empirical methods for describing
proton transfers to and from chondroitin sulfate, we have
calculated the stepwise gas-phase proton affinities of the
Figure 2: Comparison of gas-phase
model fragment (using ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p) as
proton affinities.
reference, cf. Figure 2).
We thank the Academy of Finland (project 297033) for funding, and CSC-IT Center for Science
in Espoo, Finland, for computational resources.
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The Novel Materials Discovery Laboratory - Towards Data-driven
Materials Science
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NOMAD, the Novel Materials Discovery Laboratory, is a European Centre of Excellence (CoE)
which was established in fall 2015. It comprises of eight complementary research groups in
computational materials science along with four high performance computing (HPC) centers.
NOMAD creates, collects, stores, and cleanses atomistic computational materials science data,
computed with a broad set of materials-science codes available today. These underlying tasks then
allow the project to develop tools for mining this data to find structure, correlations, and novel
information that could not be discovered from studying smaller data sets. In a larger context the goal
of the project is to use the large volume of data and innovative tools to enable researchers in basic
science and engineering to advance materials science, identify new physical phenomena, and help
industry to improve existing and develop novel products and
technologies.
In this contribution we discuss the shift towards data-driven science and present the services that
NOMAD provides for researchers working with large amounts of atomistics simulations: free raw
data storage (recommended by the journal Nature), data mining and exploration tools and big-data
analytics tools for in-depth data analysis and machine learning.
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From Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy to Novel Electro-Optic
Materials
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Polymer electro-optic (EO) materials have attracted much attention because of their potential
applications in optical data storage, transmission and information processing. The convincing
progress in the field of nonlinear-optical (NLO) organic polymers is conditioned by the theoryinspired design of such materials. Quantum chemical calculations and, more generally, computer
modeling at different scales is an essential part of our studies. We perform the design of novel organic
chromophores with improved NLO and luminescent properties to provide prototype units, which will
serve as the molecular sources of nonlinearity in EO polymers. At the same time they may act as
spectroscopic (UV-Vis, IR, Raman, luminescent) sensors monitoring the formation of supramolecular
bonding of the chromophores with polymer chains and/or with each other (via π-stacking, H-bonding
or other interactions) when introduced into polymer matrix. We consider push-pull chromophores
containing heterocyclic moieties both in electron-donor and/or electron-acceptor fragments, and/or
in π-electron bridges linking these fragments, e.g. [1,2]:

Simultaneously we elaborate a strategy for the design of supramolecular EO polymers containing
these NLO chromophores. One of the key tasks in the design is the translation of molecular
nonlinearity of organic chromophores to the macroscopic NLO response of the material. The increase
of NLO characteristics may be achieved due to supramolecular arrangement of chromophore groups
incorporated into the polymer. At the same time, their centrosymmetric mutual orientation annihilates
the NLO activity. Thus, we examine the possible type of chromophore aggregation in polymer matrix
[3]. We apply density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT methods and on this basis
establish relationship with experimental NLO coefficients d33 for the corresponding composite
polymer materials, energies and oscillator strengths of electronic transitions (absorption and
emission), frequencies and intensities of IR and Raman bands of intramolecular vibrations [1-4]. We
also quantitatively assess the local or intramolecular charge-transfer character of the main electronic
transitions. Details of the approach and the results obtained will be illustrated by example of novel
NLO push-pull systems designed in our group.
The studies are supported by Russian Science Foundation (grant 16-13-10215).
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Oxysterol Translocation through Lipid bilayers
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The function of living systems is inherently based on cells, which are the key building blocks
of living organisms. Each cell in the human body is surrounded by a cell membrane, which essentially
is a functional interface separating the cell from its surroundings. Biological membranes consist of
lipid bilayers, in which plethora of different proteins is embedded. Cholesterol is a key molecule that
regulates properties of animal cell membranes. In particular, cholesterol affects membrane thickness
and elastic properties, controls its phase state, and influences the dynamics of membrane components.
One of biologically most important cholesterol functions is regulation of bilayer permeability. Among
about eighty steroids known in nature only several, including cholesterol and ergosterol, are crucial
components of lipid membranes. Most of the remaining ones are metabolites or signalling molecules,
while few others occur as products of oxidation, e.g., due to oxidative stress. Oxysterols occur both
as products of enzymatic and spontaneous (involving reactive oxygen species) oxidation. They differ
from cholesterol by the presence of additional polar groups that are typically hydroxyl, keto,
hydroperoxy, epoxy, or carboxyl moieties. Like cholesterol, many oxysterols are hydrophobic and
hence confined to cell membranes. Although biophysical studies provided an extensive
characterization of oxysterol effects on lipid bilayer properties, little is known about their ability to
modulate membrane permeability. Using several experimental techniques, including dynamic light
scattering and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, together with atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations, we characterized the behaviour of oxysterols in phospholipid membranes and compared
the resulting data to that of cholesterol [1,2]. We found that permeability of lipid bilayers changes
drastically (as compared to cholesterol) when tail-oxidized sterols are present, meanwhile this effect
was not observed in systems containing ring-oxidized sterols. Here, we rationalize the different
behaviour of various oxysterol classes based on both experimental data and molecular dynamics
simulation [3].
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Molecular dynamics simulations of the effect of solvent on
polyelectrolyte interactions
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Polyelectrolyte (PE) assemblies which form when oppositely charged, hydrated polymers assemble
into a larger structure have highly tunable properties including superhydrophobicity, mechanical
properties, and stimuli responsiveness with applications ranging from biological and energy systems
to smart surfaces, sensors, and drug delivery. While the assembly typically occurs in aqueous
conditions and the polymers remain hydrated, both the amount and quality of the solvent are known
to influence, for example, stiffness, assembly morphology, growth speed, and swelling of the
resulting PE assemblies. While many applications of PE assemblies exploit these solvent induced
effects, to a large part the reasons for them at molecular scale remain yet to be discovered.
Here, we have studied via atomistic molecular dynamics simulations the effect of solvent on
PE interactions. The work is further motivated by our earlier joined computational and experimental
findings that water at intrinsic PE-PE ion pairs dictates PE assemblies thermal plasticization response
[1-3]. Here, we examine what happens, if the solvent is not water by comparing polystyrenesulfonatepolydiallyldimethylammonium (PSS-PDADMA) interactions in water and in varying water-urea or
water-ethanol mixtures as the solvent. Additionally, we assess the relationship between the amount
of solvent hydrating the PE assembly and the PE assembly structure, as well as, the resulting
plasticization. We find both ethanol and urea as solvent additives change the solvent structure around
the PE chains, can lead to different interchain interaction strength, and influence the PE counterion
condensation, as well as, water behavior around the polyelectrolytes. The work provides insight to
using solvent additives and solvent mixtures to control PE systems characteristics.
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Quasi-harmonic approximation and beyond in the case of Cu2O
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With the increase in computational capacity and development of novel methods the ab initio
calculation of phononic properties of materials beyond the harmonic approximation has become
increasingly available. While some anharmonic properties, e.g. lattice thermal conductivity, are still
cumbersome to compute, quite some insight is already achievable at the quasi-harmonic level of
approximation (QHA). Thermal expansion, for example, can be crucial for determining whether a
material will function in certain applications.
Cu2O has shown promise in some of the most important applications for the energy industry,
namely in solar cells and thermoelectric applications.[1,2] We wanted to compare the performance
of different approaches[3,4] using Cu2O as an example material, as it has a simple structure but still
exhibits interesting behaviour, such as negative thermal expansion below 300 K. In this respect, the
methods and computational parameters, e.g. supercell size (Figure 1) must be carefully validated.
Some results, e.g. the Grüneisen parameter, can also be compared against more accurate calculations
that have anharmonic effects included explicitly. Preliminary results on thermal expansion (Figure 1)
match well with the experiments.

Figure 3 Linear thermal expansion coefficient of Cu2O with respect to temperature with varying supercell sizes (CRYSTAL17).
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Elucidation of the mechanisms behind the drug release behavior of
chloramphenicol loaded nanofibers through Molecular dynamics
simulation
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Introduction
Antimicrobial drug-loaded electrospun nanofibrous matrices are considered as novel drug delivery
systems for managing chronic wounds [1]. Since molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is considered
as a strong tool for the evaluation of mechanisms behind the behavior of drug delivery systems [2],
in this study MD simulations were conducted for the evaluation of release patterns of drug from the
matrices. The matrices under study are made of polyethylene glycol (PEG), polycaprolacton (PCL)
and have been load with chloramphenicol (CLP). The aim of this study is the elucidation of the
mechanisms behind the interactions of CLP molecules with PEG and PCL polymeric chains to
elucidate how these interactions affect the drug release from matrices. Therefore, different analysis
such as calculation of number of Hbonds formed between polymer chains and drug molecule, solvent
accessible surface are, radius of gyration and number of contacts between polymer chains and drug
molecules were performed.
Results and Discussion
The MD simulations of pure PEG and PCL (in absence of CLP molecule) were carried out on a
single initial conformation. For the case of the PEG_CLP and PCL_CLP systems, five different
initial configurations for each of them was considered one obtained through docking and four
through randomly placing one CLP molecule in the simulation box containing one PEG or PCL
chain. The obtained results demonstrate that compared to PEG, PCL has more polar and nonpolar
interactions with CLP which causes a strong association of CLP molecules with PCL chains but
weak association with PEG. Despite the presence of Hbonds, the main form of interaction in both
the PCL/CLP and PEG/ CLP systems are nonpolar−nonpolar contacts. While it is expected that
PEG forms more polar/polar contacts with CLP due to its hydrophilic nature, this kind of contact is
significantly greater for the PCL/CLP systems than for the PEG/CLP systems.
Conclusion
Since PCL is more hydrophobic than PEG, it has more and stronger interactions with CLP compared
to that of the PEG. This justifies the experimental results which determined that a matrix with a higher
ratio of PCL to PEG, demonstrate a slower rate of drug release.
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Conformational scan along reaction path may give low energy
nonreactive transition states
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Chemical reaction path determination is one of the challenging exercises in quantum chemistry;
because performing the latter task correctly, is usually associated with computational, and conceptual
difficulties. In this talk we clarify some conceptual problems which may arise if performing
conformational analysis along reaction path, using concept of approaching (or leaving) fragments.
This is done with the help of molecular mechanical and ab initio methods on the example of AzaMichael isatin imine reactions [1]. A close look is taken at the reaction coordinate development -approaching fragments forming a covalent bond between fragments N and C atoms. The most
probable (lowest energy) reaction paths (Figure) and transition states are found. Some of the transition
states are found to be nonreactive, although they are lower in energy than normal (reactive) states.
We have found [2] that by simply connecting all the lower energy structures may not give rise to a
realistic reaction path; because they (neighboring points on reaction path) may belong to different
conformers separated by high energy barriers. We recommend that all the reaction path points
(Figure) should be checked for following the proper forward and reverse reaction paths [2] towards
the correct product and reactant, respectively.

Figure. Reaction paths of the approaching reactants, forming a covalent bond (left) between
fragments N and C atoms. Checking tentative transition states toward reagents (right) it appeared that
some of them are not converging to the reactants (right, upper lines).
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Oxygen evolution reaction on nitrogen-doped
defective carbon nanotubes and graphene
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A renewable energy ecosystem requires an energy carrier such as hydrogen obtained by
electrochemical water splitting to store the often intermittent energy generated from carbon-free
sources. The ideal catalyst material should be efficient, stable under operating conditions, and
composed of abundant elements. Density functional theory simulations within a thermodynamic
model [1] of the more difficult half-reaction, the anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER), with a
carbon nanotube as catalyst, show that the presence of <1% nitrogen reduces the required OER
overpotential significantly. Various nitrogenic defects (graphitic, pyridinic, Stone-Wales pyrrolic,
oxidized) result in model catalysts with predicted overpotentials of 0.39 - 0.45 V, which is near the
peak of the volcano plot in this model and close to what has been observed experimentally for
nitrogen-doped nanotubes [2]. The nanotube radius and chirality effects are examined by considering
the analogous graphene systems which yield similar trends but with reduced reactivity. For the
majority of the systems, the third step of the four-step OER mechanism, the formation of attached
OOH, is the rate-determining step [3]. Our study of kinetic barriers will also be briefly discussed [4].

Left: Thermodynamic free energy step plot for OER on the nitrogen-doped (Graphitic N1) singlewalled carbon nanotube (SWNT). Right: Volcano plot for OER on SWNT-based model systems. The
inset highlights the best performing systems.
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Cyclohexanohemicucurbiturils (CycHC) are a family of host molecules that
can bind a variety of small-sized anions within their cavity. Several cycHC’s
are chiral [1], which makes them stand out among the wide assortment of
hosts known in supramolecular chemistry.
A new variety of cycHC’s, composed of all-cis
cyclohexanourea monomers, has recently been
synthesized and characterized in our group.
trans-cycHC
Their cavities are not closed like those of trans
isomers, but tube-like, able to accommodate larger guests.
In this work the first steps of the mechanism of the formation reaction of
cycHC’s were studied computationally. Unsubstituted hemicucurbiturils
were used instead of cycHC’s to reduce the calculation time.
The reaction starts with protonation of the formaldehyde, which is
subsequently attacked by a nitrogen atom of the ethyleneurea. Next, the intermediate is deprotonated
at nitrogen and protonated at oxygen, followed by water elimination and formation of iminium cation.
In particular, the deprotonation of the nitrogen atom turned out to be a hurdle, since no suitable base
appeared immediately available. All the potential candidates–water, chloride, formaldehyde–have
lower calculated proton affinities than the intermediate. Eventually, proton transfer between nitrogen
atoms of two intermediates was postulated and the barrier was found to be only 28 kJ∙mol–1 in the gas
phase and 32 kJ∙mol–1 in the H2O solvent.
The calculations were performed using BP86/def2-TZVP with Turbomole.

This work has been supported by Estonian Research Council grants PUT692 and PUT1683.
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Modelling of infrared spectra of formic acid anhydride
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Infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool widely used in study and identification of chemicals. Its
combination with computational chemistry makes interpretation of spectra much easier. Additionally,
usage of anharmonic approximation instead of harmonic approximation allows to get very accurate
spectra, and to expand further the scope of the method to determination of molecular conformers and
rotamers.[1]
In present work was studied formic acid
anhydride (Figure 1), an unstable molecule, an
intermediate in combustion and atmospheric
reactions [2, 3]. Using different approaches (DFT,
MP2 and CCSD(T)) all three possible conformers
of formic acid anhydride were modelled, and for
each of them were calculated IR spectra. With
DFT and MP2 was used anharmonic
approximation implemented in Gaussian16, and
CCSD(T) spectra were treated using harmonic
approximation. All results were compared with
known experimental data and are in good
agreement with them.
Figure 1. Conformers of formic acid anhydride
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Interpreting and modifying three-dimensional chemical structures with two-dimensional tools such
as computer screens and mice is often labor-intensive and requires understanding of the quirks and
the user interface of the software being used. Additionally, the user experiences of existing
applications are frequently very different and thereby unintuitive.
The answer to this problem, as we see it, is using stereoscopic rendering and true 3D-manipulation
of the molecular models to enable users to create and examine molecules using their bare hands and
natural depth perception. Since previous attempts at this were lackluster and inactive, we designed
and created VRChem1, which is the first molecular modelling application with Virtual Reality (VR)
support where the user can build and modify molecules using only their hands, or a pair of VR
controllers. The user experience of VRChem has been designed to enable as-natural-as-possible
interactions with the models and will be actively improved upon by conducting user testing and
listening to all received feedback.
The current demonstration version of VRChem targets the HTC Vive head-mounted display (fig. 1)
which will be available for participants to try out. Video demonstration of VRChem:
https://youtu.be/pvydM3lieIs

Figure 1. The HTC Vive virtual reality (VR) head-mounted display and hand controllers.
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Conformation of the Furanose Ring. Insights from the Classical and
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Furanoses are carbohydrates that contain five-membered rings produced from the cyclization of
linear aldoses or ketoses. Furanose moieties are an important component of many biologicallyrelevant compounds including DNA, RNA and saccharides present in plants as well as those creating
bacterial cell walls. Due to their biological significance, it is crucial to understand the details of
structure and dynamics of this class of carbohydrates. This can be achieved by means of
computational methods, either based on empirical, molecular-mechanics force fields or more exact
and computationally-demanding, ab initio-based potentials.
We have applied the multiscale molecular modeling approach to study one of the most important
conformational degree of freedom in furanoses, i.e. the inherent flexibility of their five-membered
rings.
In the first stage of the study we have applied the hybrid QM/MM approach to study the
conformational properties of several prototypic furanoses, i.e. mono-, di- and tri-substituted
derivatives of tetrahydrofuran (THF) in the presence of aqueous solution. We have found that the free
energy profiles associated with the process of puckering of the five-membered ring (pseudorotation)
of differ substantially from those obtained during the static energy scans routinely performed during
the ab initio calculations. These differences have been ascribed to the influence of water molecules
which presence leads to a change in the distribution of atomic charges within the furanose ring;
subsequently, such change disfavors the low-energy conformers that may dominate in gas phase and
promotes the alternative ring shapes. In the simplest case of THF, this corresponds to the most
populated twist conformers (3T2 and 2T3) instead of the envelope ones (EO and OE). The energetic
magnitude of this effect has been estimated as varying between ~3-6 kJ/mol (depending on the
considered system and on type of the ab initio potential) and is expected to exist in all furanose rings.
Moreover, the pseudorotation phase has been found to be correlated with the corresponding amplitude
which suggests that the degree of deviations of the ring shape from the ideal planar structure depends
on the puckering properties of the considered furanose (understood as the preference for the given
pseudorotation phase).
In the second stage of the study, we have used the above-described results (in combination with
other elements of the parameterization procedure such as an extensive validation against available
experimental data in solution) to design the classical, biomolecular force-field capable to accurately
simulate the structural and dynamic properties of various furanoses interacting with solvent. We have
used the GROMOS functional form to create the set of parameters covering any furanose-based
saccharide with restriction to compounds of the elements C, O, H and presenting only single bonds
(for example: all aldopentoses, aldohexoses, tetroses, ketohexoses, etc. as well as their deoxy
derivatives). The results systematize the influence of the ring substituents on the conformational
flexibility of furanose rings and confirm that the two-state model is oversimplified with respect to the
observed behavior of numerous furanoses.
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Self-assembly of atomically precise metal nanoclusters into ordered superstructures, controlled by
characteristics of the protecting ligand shell and solvent conditions, provide an interesting set of new
materials [1-3]. To elucidate the formation and stability of Au102pMBA44 gold nanocluster selfassembled into 2D hexagonally packed crystals and spherical shells [1], we have performed atomistic
molecular dynamics simulations of such two types of superstructures in several different conditions
[4]. In addition to significant differences observed in superstructure stabilities in varying solvent
conditions, we also investigated the effect of the protonation state of the protecting pMBA shell of
the gold clusters, i.e., generating different types of patchiness on the cluster surfaces.

Figure 1: Effect of different simulated solvent conditions (b)-(f) on the spherical shell structure (a).
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Itraconazole (ITZ) is an FDA -approved drug traditionally used to treat fungal infections, however
there are also studies suggesting its role as a potential anticancer agent. Though, ITZ is an important
drug, its therapeutic effects is limited due to its poor aqueous solubility. The most commonly used
method to increase the solubility is inclusion of drugs into the cavity of cyclodextrins. Unfortunately,
this method of drug delivery is not suitable for patients with impaired renal function. Phospholipid
liposomes are nontoxic versatile carriers for drug delivery, which carries both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic drugs. Several, liposome-based drug delivery strategy has been successful in-vivo, but
the blood circulation half-life is only ~1 hr as they are removed from the bloodstream by
macrophages, thus reducing the bio-availability. However, inclusion of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
chain to the phospholipid liposomes inhibits elimination from the bloodstream and increases the
circulation half-life to 1-2 days. Although, the in-vivo results on using liposomes for drug delivery
are promising, very little is known about the physicochemical properties of these systems. Here, we
consider molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of ITZ loaded at varying concentrations into
conventional and PEGylated lipid bilayers containing 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (POPC) and cholesterol molecules to obtain mechanistic insights into the effect of
ITZ on membrane properties, solubility and localization in lipid bilayer and binding free-energies.
Furthermore, we also performed MD simulations with the most frequently used fluorescent probe
1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH) to study dynamical and structural properties of lipid bilayers
when doped with ITZ. The results obtained from MD simulations are coupled to Transmission
electron cryomicroscopy (CryoTEM), Langmuir film balance and fluorescence experiments.
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Compilations of nuclear quadrupole moments, Q, have been provided by the author since 1992. The
latest set [1] has just appeared. In many cases the best method is to start from an experimental
nuclear quadrupole coupling constant, eqQ/h, and to calculate the electric field gradient, q, thereby
obtaining a value for Q. Many changes occurred since the previous, ‘Year-2008’ set.

One example is the Q (39Ar) of -116(2) mb [2], determined from 3p54s 3P or 3p54p 3D states of the
neutral Ar atom. The q calculation was an MCHF one by the LUCAS code.
Another example is the Q (67Zn) of 122(10) mb [3], combining MCHF and MCDF methods on 4s4p
3
P1,2 states of the Zn atom.
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The advances in deep learning of the last years has led to a growing interest in applying machine
learning (ML) to chemistry, with many fascinating results [1]. The quality of the results depends on
training data, representation of the molecules, and the chosen model.
Advances in many technologies rely on the design of new transition metal (TM) complexes. We are
interested in the design of TM complexes for small-molecule activation. We have computed the
properties of 25K heterocycles [2] at DFT level and benchmarked different regression methods in
property prediction. In addition to these results, tentative results of automatic design and optimization
ligands will be presented.
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The translocation of protons from one side of a biological membrane to the other is an exceptionally
important process in nature. To receive a comprehensive picture of the proton translocation through
individual proton transfer channels the well orchestrated interplay of various degrees of freedom,
acting on different time and length scales, needs to be elucidated. Transition Networks translate
complex reactions into networks of simpler transitions, thereby allowing bias-free investigations
using path optimization methods. A challenging aspect in calculating TNs is the exponential increase
of stationary points on the energy surface with increasing system size, rendering a direct inclusion of
all degrees of freedom, involved in the proton translocation process, infeasible. Hence, several recalculations of the Transition Networks need to be performed with varying configurations of the
unsampled degrees of freedom to gain a comprehensive understanding of this exceptionally important
process. Here, we present a method, which determines coarse-grained Transition Networks, using
simple graph theoretical algorithms, for different configurations of the unsampled degrees of
freedom, starting from an initial Transition Network calculation, thereby reducing the re-calculation
costs by up to 50 %, while maintaining important network properties, e.g. the minimax barrier of the
proton translocation process.
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The HPC-Europa3 (HPCE3) programme finances researcher visits, provides computational
resources and support from the supercomputing centre of the target country (Finland, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden or the UK). Visitors can come from any
European country or associated state and a small quota is available also for researchers from
elsewhere. HPCE3 strives to increase the use of computational methods and international
collaboration and is an excellent opportunity to start new or strengthen existing collaboration.
HPCE3 will continue until April 2021. The goal is to support more than one thousand visits.
Based on recent and earlier feedback the administrational overhead is low and the acceptance ratio
has been high: In the first three calls all applications to visit a research group in Finland have been
accepted. More than half of these visits have concerned chemistry or material sciences which have a
long standing tradition in using a wide range of computational tools.
The programme is open to researchers of any level, from PhD students to full professors, in
any field requiring computational resources. Generally, the visitor will not work in the target country's
computing center but will be hosted by a suitable academic research group.
Applications can be done at any time via the online portal[1] and are processed every three
months. The call deadlines can be found at the HPC-Europa3 website[2]. About a thousand hosts
have already signed up and can be browsed (by country) in the application form. If you want to sign
up as a host and perhaps invite a researcher to your group, please contact staff@hpc-europa.org or
visit the online portal for hosts[3].
Applications always concern academic research. The researchers of universities, universities
of applied sciences and research institutes, but also small and medium size companies can apply for
the exchange. Reasonable travel and accommodation costs are reimbursed by the programme, which
also pays a small daily allowance. The visits can last 3–13 weeks. The HPCE3 site also lists
interesting training events that can be combined with visits.
Applications are evaluated for suitability for HPCE3 (visit brings additional value wrt. using
resources remotely, it aims at new or strengthening existing collaboration, research needs HPC or
resources not available locally, ...) and for scientific excellence (by an international panel). If you are
uncertain whether your project matches the criteria, please contact us.
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p21(ras) is a small G protein known for its central role in cell proliferation pathways1. It acts as a
signal transducer, cycling between an active GTP bound state and an inactive, post hydrolysis, GDP
bound state. Because mutations of the three highly homologous Ras proteins are found in more than
30% of human tumors2 and hinder its intrinsic and GAP enhanced catalyzing capability of the GTP
hydrolysis reaction, the elucidation of both its catalytic power and its loss upon mutation are of major
interest. In this work, we present results from an algorithm we designed to determine water occupancy
within N-Ras active site. Water molecule distribution appears as a major element for catalyzing GTP
hydrolysis within the protein complex.
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Polarizability is a fundamentally important atomic and molecular property that is related to all kinds
of optical processes, molecular interactions, dispersion and effective models. The computation of
polarizability from first principles is, in general, a challenging numerical problem. Simulating thermal
and non-adiabatic effects is all the more difficult in systems that involve light nuclei and low-lying
excited states.
Hence, we demonstrate the simulation of molecular polarizabilities using the path-integral
Monte Carlo method (PIMC) that has explicit many-body correlations and inherent accounts of
thermal equilibrium and non-adiabatic sampling. However, PIMC samples imaginary time, while the
electric response is the most relevant in the real domain. Analytic continuation from the imaginary
domain is possible but very challenging to perform with noisy stochastic data.
Here, we introduce several different approaches on how PIMC simulation can be used to study
static and dynamic polarizability: In finite field (FF) approach [1], the system is solved in meta-stable
simulation in external electric potential. The recorded response is then fitted to reproduce known
models. The derivative field-free method (DFF) [2,3] involves differentiating observable expressions
using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. The resulting highly efficient estimators give static
polarizabilities in fieldfree simulations. Lastly, linear response theory (LRT) is used to obtain
dynamic polarizabilities out of imaginary-time correlation functions in a series of complex integral
transformations [4]. The most critical inverse transformation is carried out with Maximum Entropy
method (MaxEnt) [5]. Concurrently, we obtain polarizabilities in terms of imaginary Matsubara
frequencies, which are easily used to produce dispersion (van der Waals) coefficients between pairs
of species [4].
We present results for several up to two-electron systems, such as H, He, H2, H3+ and Ps2.
The proof-of-concept systems are chosen in order to avoid complications due to the Fermion sign
problem. Some of the simulations match perfectly with known literature references, whereas some
exhibit strong thermal behavior that has been anticipated but not computed before.
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Reverse micelles are surfactant aggregates that form in apolar solvents. Although reverse micellar
systems have applications ranging from nanoparticle synthesis [1] and catalysis to enhanced protein
separation and drug delivery [2], the fundamental assembly characteristics of surfactants in apolar
solvents even at the level of the basic association mechanisms remain poorly understood [3]. While
the basic surfactant aggregation and aggregate growth responses, as well as, usability of the aqueous
environment micellization concepts in apolar solvents remain open questions, the usage and design
of reverse micellar systems with desired properties remains hampered. Here, we present a study that
assesses by means of atomistic molecular dynamics simulations the self-assembly process and
aggregation response of monopalmitin, dipalmitin, and palmitic acid in dry cyclohexane and triolein
solvents. The triolein, and its hydrolysis products, are chosen to model a plant oil system as this has
applications in food industry, pharmaceutics, and biotechnology. Cyclohexane provides a simple
apolar solvent comparison.
We resolve the aggregation propensities, characterize the formed aggregates, and compare the
aggregate size distributions at different surfactant concentrations with common thermodynamic
models of aggregation. Additionally, we assess the sensitivity of the results on the employed
simulation model. We find that in both solvents the aggregation tendency is weakest for palmitic acid,
increases for dipalmitin, and is strongest for monopalmitin. In comparison to cyclohexane, the
hydrogen bonding capability of triolein significantly decreases the aggregation of the studied
surfactants. Except for monopalmitin in cyclohexane for which a weak critical aggregation
concentration, and consequently formation of larger aggregates, can be detected in the simulations,
the aggregate size distributions in the simulations show a continuous distribution of relatively small
aggregates in both triolein and cyclohexane. This suggests that the aggregation of these surfactants
follow a step-wise growth model. Comparison of different simulation models shows some variation
but persistence of the general trends.
In general, the work shows that the aggregation response in these basic apolar solvents differs
from typical aqueous solution surfactant aggregation and shows that the well-established concepts of
micellization and critical micellization concentrations in aqueous solvent require careful
interpretation when taken to surfactant self-assembly in apolar solvents.
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CD44 is a receptor protein present on the plasma membrane of several mammalian cell types. Its
primary ligand is hyaluronan, a megadalton-scale polysaccharide abundant in both extra and
pericellular matrices. Through its interaction with hyaluronan, CD44 is involved in cell-cell
interactions, migration, and adhesion. Mutagenesis studies on CD44 have identified multiple
widespread residues to be responsible for its recognition of hyaluronan. In contrast, the structural
characterization of CD44 has revealed a single binding mode associated with interactions that involve
just a fraction of these residues.
In this study [1], we employ atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to show how CD44 can
bind hyaluronan with three topographically different binding modes, collectively defining an
interaction fingerprint. Aligning the contact regions of these three binding modes, we identify
common interactions involving the majority of the residues previously identified as the epitopes of
the CD44—hyaluronan interaction. Hence, our results provide a plausible explanation for the
apparent disagreement between the mutagenesis and structural studies. Our measurements also
confirm that the previously characterized crystallographic binding mode has the highest affinity
among the three modes. The other two binding modes represent metastable configurations readily
available in the initial stages of the binding. These lower-affinity modes allow the CD44 to form
transient interactions with hyaluronan. The transient interactions again allow the attached CD44
proteins to diffuse along a hyaluronan strand (Figure 1.) – a feature that could facilitate the
aggregation of CD44 on the plasma membrane. Importantly, CD44 aggregation has been suggested
to be a possible mechanism in CD44-mediated signaling.

Figure 1. CD44 (hyaluronan binding domain, green) diffusing along a strand of hyaluronan (red)
with an indication of the related timescales.
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Vegetable oils have garnered high attention as alternatives to conventional fossil-based fuels in the
energy industry. Additionally, these renewable, bio-based oils are relevant in a number of food
industry, biorefinery, and bioproduct processes, and also in cosmetics and topical drug transport
solutions. Vegetable oils are largely mixtures of triglycerides and contain different impurities such as
mono- and diglycerides, phospholipids, glycerol, free fatty acids, and water. These impurities
deteriorate the bulk oil properties and end-product quality. One very common oil purification step is
adsorbents that work by adsorption of the undesired components from the oil. Even though vast
empirical and practical knowledge about adsorbent based oil purification exists, both the oils and the
adsorbents are such complex systems that significant fundamental understanding on the adsorption
and factors affecting its efficiency are lacking. Molecular modelling provides a means to isolate the
influence of e.g. adsorbent surface chemistry, charge, and morphology, as well as, ranking the
adsorption preferences of impurity species as a function of these and the oil composition.
Here, we study the adsorption of common impurities found in rapeseed oil onto model silica
substrates with varying surface charge and surface crystalline orientation via all-atom, explicit solvent
molecular dynamics simulations. We examine the adsorption of both small molecule impurities, such
as glycerol and water, and larger species, such as phospholipids, from a model triglyceride solvent,
triolein. The adsorption energetics are assessed via steered molecular dynamics simulations for single
surfactants and the findings are compared with the adsorption and aggregation response of the
corresponding surfactants in bulk solution. The findings enable ranking the adsorption preferences of
common impurities found in vegetable oils and give insight into the factors affecting adsorption at a
molecular scale.

Figure 1. Adsorption of different impurity species in vegetable oil is examined for single surfactant
molecules and bulk concentrations of surfactants on different silica surfaces. The explicit triolein
solvent present in the simulations is omitted in the visualizations for clarity.
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